Theme: Safety Education
Goal: Help participants learn about the importance of protecting valuable and information. Also learn about other levels of safety including vehicle/travel safety, walking safety, and community safety.
Group Size: Unlimited
Time: About 30 minutes
Materials:
- 1 Permanent UV Market
- 1 UP Pen Light
- Sheets to record belongings on
- Handouts:
  - Vehicle & Travel Safety
  - Spring Break Safety
  - Community Safety
  - Walking Safety
  - Health Safety
Setting: Room large enough to fit participants

Activity Set-up:

1. Read through handouts beforehand & discuss contents with residents.
2. Emphasize the importance of keeping a thorough record of your valuables using the 4 methods:
   a. Mark it
   b. Photograph it
   c. Record it
   d. Store it
3. Demonstrate how to use the UV marker & light
4. Allow residents to mark some of their belongings.
5. Post copies of safety flyers in public posting or give copies to participants.